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Chapter 287 - Is this also a fault?

"Okay, I know, you guys don't go to your aunt now, let's wait for mum to go over and let's go together." Xue Yu Ning's
mother said.

Xue Yuning did not respond.

It was because she didn't want her mother to get involved in this matter anymore.

After all, she could also see that because of her mother, Jiang Hao was always sparing her cousin's family.

But such a kindness of the family's heart had only been rewarded with that family's gaining an inch.

So today had to be the day to end it.

Soon, Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning arrived at the independent two-storey apartment building where his cousin's family was
staying.

Upon entering, both Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning froze, because at this moment, the ground floor of this guest room had been
smashed beyond recognition.

All kinds of porcelain furniture, now broken and destroyed, had turned into a pile of waste.

And Jiang Hao knew very well that some of these things might be worth a fortune.

"How can they they do this!" Xue Yu Ning was a little indignant and agitated, "Don't they know how much trouble they've
caused?"

Xue Yu Ning was obviously furious, but she still didn't understand why these people had to wreak havoc on the hotel, was it
because they were gambling with them?

Just then, a series of footsteps suddenly came from the first floor.

Immediately afterwards, the chattering voices of cousin Xue Yu Ning and Wang Li reached downstairs first.

"Humph, let's see what else they have to say later."

The three of them spoke as they swaggered downstairs.

While the mother and daughter duo there were still cursing and swearing, Fan Deng had already seen Jiang Hao and Xue
Yuning downstairs, and he hurriedly touched his wife and mother-in-law with his elbow.

"Cough cough" Fan Deng coughed dryly twice and looked at his wife.

Cousin Xue Yuning reacted quickly and also instantly saw Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning, and her originally arrogant gaze
instantly became incomparably harsh.

She said in a non-yingy tone, "Aigoo-ho, I can't believe they're really here, how about it, are you satisfied?"

Cousin Xue Yu Ning pointed at the room that was full of wreckage and looked somewhat smug.

Xue Yu Ning was simply furious when she saw this scene.

"What are you guys up to? Do you know how big a mess you've made? What right do you have to smash up someone's
hotel?"

Before she arrived, Xue Yu Ning still had a glimmer of hope, you hoped that the hotel receptionist had exaggerated what her
cousin's family had done.

But now it seemed that they were not wrong, they had not only smashed the hotel, they had also smashed it so thoroughly.

Cousin Xue Yu Ning, however, was not impressed and even used her foot to step on a lily that had fallen out of the ground
from breaking the vase.

"What are we still doing? You have the nerve to ask me too? You pair of sons of b*tches, why don't you ask yourselves what
you've done?" Cousin Xue Yu Ning cursed, "Xue Yu Ning, it's hard now, isn't it? Is your heart dripping with blood? I'm
telling you, you deserve it! Damn, who told you to follow this son of a b*tch and join forces to cheat us?"

"Yes, this is the punishment for you!" Wang Li on the side also helped out.

"Cheat you guys? Who cheated you guys!" Xue Yu Ning was a little surprised, "Just now I told you to wait a little longer, but
you yourselves disagreed and walked away, and said something about Jiang Hao cheating you, but just as soon as you left
with your front feet, the person who delivered the tickets came!"

Xue Yu Ning desperately tried to explain, "Let me tell you the truth, Jiang Hao is not so bad as to cheat you for two tickets.
May I ask if cheating you guys would do him any good?"

Xue Yu Nings simply couldn't understand how their brain circuits had grown so long to be so unaware of right and wrong.

And just as Xue Yu Ning had said, did Jiang Hao have to cheat them?

With Jiang Hao's stature, it was already a great honour to bend over backwards to pay attention to them, except that these
people did have IQ problems.

But even if Xue Yuning had told them with all her heart and soul, these people would not have believed her.

Cousin Xue Yu Ning skimmed her lips and sneered, "What other benefits are there? Don't think we can't see it, this kid is just
poor and wants to pretend, he is that way of goods, what benefits can he have, of course he is satisfying his own vanity!"

"I really hate your kind of people to death!" Cousin Xue Yu Ning continued, "You people simply make me sick, for the sake
of a little vanity, you are so calculating us, do you consider us as relatives or not! How dare you ask me why I trashed this
place? I tell you, I'm angry, I'm unhappy, I feel unbalanced, so what's wrong with me trashing this shitty place?"

She then smiled again and said sinisterly, "Jiang, didn't you book this shitty place? Now that we've smashed the place up,
don't forget to pay them back later! You booked the room, you should pay for the damages!"

As soon as she heard this, Xue Yu Ning's anger instantly surged.

Was this still something that people did?

They themselves didn't know right from wrong in their blind suspicions and blind accusations, and ended up slandering Jiang
Hao for all his faults.

You guys got angry about this, came back and smashed the hotel, and even pretended that you were getting back at Jiang
Hao?

What exactly did Jiang Hao do to you? He invited you to eat a meal of more than 100,000 yuan and stay in a hotel of several
tens of thousands of yuan a night, and this is also wrong?

Chapter 288 - Qiao Dong Comes

Xue Yu Ning couldn't stop shaking her head and sighing, she simply felt ashamed for having such relatives.

Only what Xue Yu Ning didn't expect was that this was just the beginning.

Immediately afterwards, Fan Deng, who was at the side, spoke up.

"Actually, we are also looking at you guys because you are just a bunch of little kids, and we are not willing to be ordinary

with you. If you had lied to us before, just be honest and say that you lied to us, and your cousin and I would not bother about
it for the sake of us going to our relatives!"

"But what about you guys? Not only did you not appreciate it, but you even deliberately poured the wine worth three hundred

thousand dollars that someone gave us, tell yourselves, if this kind of thing was put on you, would you be angry?" Fan Deng
coldly snorted, "Today's incident is just a small lesson for people like you who don't know shit, just because we are still
mindful of the fact that we are all relatives and don't want to embarrass you too much, otherwise you can see, with my
connections in Chujiang, it's more than enough to clean you two up!"

Fan Deng's words were just a nice way of saying that he was talking with his eyes wide open.

But in his opinion, he was indeed like that.

If he wanted to clean up a poor student like Jiang Hao, it was just a matter of making a phone call?

And by saying so, it would also appear how noble Fan Deng was, and in this way, it was like a padding for his next words.

The first thing you should not do is to pour our wine, do you know how much that wine costs? Do you know how much that
wine cost? 300,000, even if you were sold, it wouldn't be worth that much! But it's no use talking too much about it now.
Forgiveness is forgiven, and we've taken our anger out, but the wine still needs to be paid for. 300,000, take the money!"

Fan Deng held out a hand with a smug expression.

Hearing Fan Deng's words, Jiang Hao also knew what it meant to be shameless.

Jiang Hao was a man who cherished his face, and he would never be able to do such a shameless act like Fan Deng's in his
life.

You guys ate and drank from me, said the wine given to me was yours, invited you to a concert later, listened to other people's
rumours while going to humiliate me, turned around and trashed this hotel and wanted me to pay compensation.

Now you want me to compensate you for a bottle of wine that costs three hundred thousand dollars?

"Snort," Jiang Hao was so angry that he laughed.

He simply couldn't imagine that there were such people in this world.

"Fine, fine, it's all my fault right?" Jiang Hao smiled, "The hotel is also making me pay compensation, and the bottle of red
wine, I have to pay you guys back too right?"

Jiang Hao shook his head slightly and continued, "To be honest, it's not that I don't have any money, not to mention
compensating for the damage you guys have done by smashing the hotel, even if I buy this hotel, it's more than enough, not
to mention that bullshit bottle of wine that costs 300,000."

Hearing Jiang Hao's words, both Cousin Xue Yuning and Fan Deng couldn't help but look at each other, followed by a burst
of ridicule.

Cousin Xue Yuning even blatantly said, "Hahahaha really laughed at me, it's still no money? Oh right, I forgot, you set

yourself up as a rich second generation right? That's natural, you must be very rich, and you bought this hotel. You don't even
think about what you're saying, do you? Even though this shitty hotel is in a shitty place, it's not a bad environment at least,
I think it costs a few million to buy it. Is that funny? You're disgusting me!"

A few million? Jiang Hao wanted to laugh when he heard this figure. A few million, even the two plaques they had smashed
before couldn't be bought, let alone the whole hotel.

Qiao San had told Jiang Hao that he had spent several hundred million on the construction of this hotel alone, as well as the
decoration, and the various antique ornaments in the hotel, the total price quoted for this hotel when it was completed was at
least over a billion.

The only thing is that cousin Xue Yuning and Fan Deng, the family, really did not grow a pair of good eyes.

Fan Deng also followed suit and mocked, "Oh, it's speechless, how dare you still speak wildly when things have come to a
head, I see that you still haven't been taught enough lessons today!"

Fan Deng sneered and continued, "Fine, don't you have money? Then come up with the money and pay us back, right? I'll
see what you do if you can't come up with the money today."

Fan Deng looked as if he was afraid of the world, because he knew that Jiang Hao could not get the money.

If he couldn't get the money, he would have to meekly pay for the house of Xue Yu Ning's mother's old family to himself.

Jiang Hao looked at Fan Deng with a smirk on his face.

"Give you money? Why should I give you money?" Jiang Hao said indifferently, "Just because of that bottle of wine? Are you
that sure that bottle of wine was given to you by Qiao Dong?"

"Nonsense, if it wasn't given to us, was it still given to you? What are you thinking? I think you're crazy about money, aren't
you? Do you really think you're a rich kid?"

Cousin Xue Yuning gave Jiang Hao a fierce white glance.

Jiang Hao smiled blandly, "I don't need to explain who I am to you, because you'll find out later."

Just then, Manager Wu's voice suddenly came from outside the room, "Young Dong, it's inside"
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